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Hansa Meyer Global sets course for the future 
 

A strategic and organizational course for the next decade - from HEGO Partner 
Holding to Hansa Meyer Global Holding 
 
 

Bremen, December 8, 2014 - HEGO Partner Holding GmbH, with its Hansa Meyer Global 

subsidiaries, looking back on a multiple year track record of successful operation and 

expertise in the field of project forwarding and logistics, introduces new strategic and 

organizational arrangements for the next decade. Hansa Meyer Global as a transport 

architect must be more strongly perceived worldwide as a brand name in the field of large-

volume and heavy goods shipment arrangements. Consequently, HEGO Partner Holding 

GmbH will be renamed  into Hansa Meyer Global Holding GmbH, within the framework of a 

single-brand strategy, by January 2015. 

 

Sales in Germany will be reinforced to be able to serve the customers in the European 

market even better. The recognized competences allow to increasingly address new industry 

sectors, such as EPCs and the oil & gas branch. The service portfolio in the field of Turn-Key 

Logistical Concepts and European High and Heavy Transport will be extended in order to 

become an even better partner for the customers. Expansion of activities in Southeast Asia, 

particularly in Thailand, Vietnam and Indonesia, shall empower the company to face the 

challenges and provide logistical solutions for the new customers and markets. 

 

 

Our core competencies in Germany will be based in Bremen and Dusseldorf. As it has been 

long planned, Susanne Preussner and Henrique Wohltmann, internationally experienced 

managers in the field of project logistics, are together overtaking freight  forwarding 

management in Germany at the turn of the year. Jürn Schmidt will become the sole 

Managing Director of Hansa Meyer Global Transport GmbH & Co. KG in January 2015. Jörg 

Knehe, as a Managing Shareholder, and Jürn Schmidt, as a Managing Director, will continue 

to be responsible for the management of Hansa Meyer Global Holding GmbH (previously 

HEGO Partner Holding GmbH).  

 

“We want Hansa Meyer Global to become one of most preferable employers in the field of 

transport and project logistics  with local operations based at the most strategic venues of the 

world, in the next five years,” says Managing Director Jürn Schmidt. 
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About Hansa Meyer Global: 
Hansa Meyer Global has been a successfully operating project freight forwarding company and 
logistics expert for decades. We arrange shipments of oversized and heavyweight goods. Our multiple 
projects demonstrate our reliability and high quality standards. Our international subsidiaries 
guarantee  thorough understanding and knowledge of local infrastructure and market conditions. The 
Hansa Meyer Global Group is represented worldwide with 280 employees in 24 offices in 14 countries. 
The annual turnover of the Group is around € 140 million. 
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